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A B S T R A C T

One of the biggest challenges facing leaders today is the need to position and enable organizations and people for
adaptability in the face of increasingly dynamic and demanding environments. Despite this we know surprisingly
little about this topic. In this paper we provide a theoretical synthesis and integrative review of research from
strategy, organization theory, innovation, networks, and complexity to provide a framework of leadership for
organizational adaptability. Our review shows that leadership for organizational adaptability is different from
traditional leadership or leading change. It involves enabling the adaptive process by creating space for ideas
advanced by entrepreneurial leaders to engage in tension with the operational system and generate innovations
that scale into the system to meet the adaptive needs of the organization and its environment. Leadership for
organizational adaptability calls for scholars and practitioners to recognize organizational adaptability as an
important organizational outcome, and enabling leadership (i.e., enabling the adaptive process through adaptive
space) as a critical form of leadership for adaptive organizations.

“As leaders, if you don't transform…if you don't reinvent yourself,
change your organization structure; if you don't talk about speed of
innovation—you're going to get disrupted. And it'll be a brutal dis-
ruption, where the majority of companies will not exist in a mean-
ingful way 10 to 15 years from now.”

John Chambers, Executive Chairman of Cisco, March 2016

One of the biggest challenges facing leaders today is the need to
position and enable organizations and people for adaptability in the
face of increasingly dynamic and demanding environments. As de-
scribed by John Chambers of Cisco, “You've got to disrupt or be dis-
rupted…[it's about moving] the sources of innovation…from being
something you do on the fringe to something you have to do mainline…
[and refocusing] on leaders who could work horizontally together as
opposed to in silos” (Chambers, 2016). Accomplishing this requires
understanding how to lead organizations for adaptability. Yet in the
leadership field, we know surprisingly little about this topic. Leadership
for organizational adaptability involves enabling organizations and
people to cope effectively with change and uncertainty. Its focus is on
how leaders can unleash the potential of systems and people to adjust
and adapt in ways that successfully address the needs of a shifting en-
vironment (Burke, Pierce, and Salas, 2006; Hooijberg, Hunt, and
Dodge, 1997; Parry, 1999; Rosing, Frese, and Bausch, 2011; Uhl-Bien
and Marion, 2009).

Leadership for organizational adaptability differs from leading
change in that, rather than focusing on how leaders can drive change
top down, e.g., through vision and inspiration (Baur et al., 2016;
Griffith, Connelly, Thiel, and Johnson, 2015; Margolis and Ziegert,
2016; Zaccaro and Banks, 2004), it addresses how leaders can position
organizations and the people within them to be adaptive in the face of
complex challenges. It taps into current requirements for organizations
and those within them to be flexible, agile and adaptive in response to
changes associated with a volatile and often unpredictable world (Doz
and Kosonen, 2010; Keister, 2014; Reeves and Deimler, 2011; Uhl-Bien,
Marion, and McKelvey, 2007; Worley and Lawler, 2010). As described
in the opening quote, it is a multi-faceted concept that uses a systems-
level approach to designing adaptive organizational structures, en-
abling networked interactions, nurturing innovation, and providing
leadership development that fosters collaboration (e.g., social capital)
along with individual performance (e.g., human and intellectual ca-
pital) (Chambers, 2016; see also Day, Fleenor, Atwater, Sturm, and
McKee, 2014; Davis and Eisenhardt, 2011; Hollenbeck and Jamieson,
2015; Janssen and van der Voort, 2016; Winby and Worley, 2014; Uhl-
Bien and Arena, 2017).

Leadership for adaptability is being touched upon in emerging re-
search on leadership. We see it in discussions of leadership and ambi-
dexterity (Havermans, Den Hartog, Keegan, and Uhl-Bien, 2015; Rosing
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et al., 2011; Turner, Swart, and Maylor, 2013; Zacher, Robinson, and
Rosing, 2016; Zacher and Rosing, 2015), dynamic capabilities (Chen
and Chang, 2013; Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Martin, 2011; Teece,
2016), leadership and networks (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2006; Li, 2013;
Marion, Christiansen, Klar, Schreiber, and Akif Erdener, 2016; Mehra,
Smith, Dixon, and Robertson, 2006; White, Currie, and Lockett, 2014,
2016), complexity (Lichtenstein and Plowman, 2009; Plowman et al.,
2007; Schneider and Somers, 2006; Uhl-Bien et al., 2007), innovation
(Carmeli, Gelbard, and Gefen, 2010; Howell and Boies, 2004; Makri and
Scandura, 2010; Marcy, 2015; Osborn and Marion, 2009), paradox and
tension (Fairhurst et al., 2016; Kan and Parry, 2004; Schad, Lewis,
Raisch, and Smith, 2016; Smith, 2014), and collective leadership
(Foldy, Goldman, and Ospina, 2008; Ospina and Foldy, 2010). While
these advancements are addressing issues related to leadership for
adaptability, they are occurring in disparate literatures across a range of
fields. What is needed is a careful examination and integration of this
work that informs us about the ways in which leaders enable people and
organizations for adaptability.

The purpose of this article is to provide a theoretical synthesis and
integrative review of research across fields that, when combined, can
provide understanding of leadership for organizational adaptability. We
begin by reviewing the literatures with an eye toward leadership im-
plications for enabling adaptive organizations. We then synthesize
these literatures into an integrative framework of leadership for orga-
nizational adaptability. Using this integrative framework, we offer re-
search and practice implications regarding leadership for organiza-
tional adaptability. We conclude by discussing the importance of
advancing research on leadership for adaptability and its critical re-
levance for practice.

Organizational adaptability

The need for organizational adaptability is a core premise of orga-
nization studies. Since the earliest writings of Barnard (1938), Simon
(1947), Selznick (1957) and Thompson (1967), we have known that for
organizations to survive they must adapt in accordance with their en-
vironment (Schumpeter, 1949). Because of its importance, the topic has
been addressed in a variety of literatures across a range of fields. The
sheer vastness of the literature (O'Reilly and Tushman, 2008) has
generated snapshots of findings, each through the lens of a particular
disciplinary perspective. Moreover, because the work is being con-
ducted in fields other than leadership, the leadership implications are
not always clear. To build an integrative framework of leadership for
adaptability, consolidation of these findings through a leadership lens is
needed.

In the sections below we review major theories from across these
literatures to identify implications of these approaches for leadership of
organizational adaptability. Because the implications are not always
obvious, we focus on managerial and employee activities that can imply
how leaders enable adaptability. We begin with ambidexterity and
dynamic capabilities from strategy, organization theory (OT) and en-
trepreneurship, since these provide the classic approaches. We then
briefly review theories of innovation, networks and complexity.

Ambidexterity

The basic premise of organizational ambidexterity theory is that to
maintain long-term adaptability and viability, organizations must bal-
ance the tension between the need to innovate and the need to produce
(Duncan, 1976; Tushman and O'Reilly, 1996). March (1991) depicts
these competing demands as two aspects of organizational learning: (1)
exploration, i.e., creating new knowledge, skills and processes to sus-
tain future viability through search, variety, risk taking, experimenta-
tion, play, flexibility, innovation, discovery, etc.; and (2) exploitation,
i.e., using existing knowledge, skills and processes to produce results for
current success through selection, refinement, choice, efficiency,

implementation, execution, etc. The theory proposes that organizations
that effectively manage these competing demands are ambidex-
trous—they both exploit current capabilities (i.e., exploitation) and
explore fundamentally new competencies (i.e., exploration) (Levinthal
and March, 1993). Stated differently: “While renewing to adapt for
tomorrow requires change, flexibility and creativity, profits for today
require order, control and stability” (Cegarra-Navarro and Dewhurst,
2007, p. 1721).

According to Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004), organizational adapt-
ability is “the ability to move quickly toward new opportunities, to
adjust to volatile markets and to avoid complacency” (p. 47). Leading to
achieve this is not easy, however, as it requires simultaneously lever-
aging organic (decentralized) structures for exploration and mechanistic
(centralized) structures for exploitation (Burns and Stalker, 1961;
Duncan, 1976; Thompson, 1967). When out of balance, organizations
fall into traps: a “competence trap” (Leonard-Barton, 1992) from ex-
ploiting obsolete competencies and a “failure trap” (Levinthal and
March, 1993) from frenzies of exploration that drive out exploitation.
Because balance can be “highly difficult or simply impossible”
(Boumgarden, Nickerson, and Zenger, 2012, p. 588), some adopt va-
cillation approaches (Nickerson and Zenger, 2002), which argue that
exploration and exploitation are achieved by dynamically alternating,
both temporally and sequentially, between the dual structures
(Boumgarden et al., 2012; Gulati and Puranam, 2009; Siggelkow and
Levinthal, 2003). In a vacillation approach, the role of leaders is not
balance or simultaneity (Boumgarden et al., 2012) but striving for high
levels of both exploration and exploitation.

Although ambidexterity could arise in formal structure or vision
statements of a charismatic leader, Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004) argue
that it is more likely achieved through the creation of supportive con-
texts in which individuals choose how and where to focus their en-
ergies. Leadership of ambidexterity is a characteristic displayed by
everyone in the organization, and not just the top: “The impetus toward
ambidexterity may sometimes be driven by top-down initiatives, but
the goal is to allow leadership to emerge from the organization at all
levels and for that ubiquitous, emergent leadership to be inherently
ambidextrous” (Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004, p. 50). This emergent
leadership involves employees choosing how to divide time between
alignment-oriented activity (e.g., exploiting the value of proprietary as-
sets, rolling out existing business models quickly, taking costs out of
existing operations) and adaptation-oriented activities (e.g., being
nimble, innovative, proactive).

Ambidextrous employees are “sufficiently motivated and informed
to act spontaneously, without seeking permission or support from the
superiors” (Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004, p. 50). They recognize the
need to aim for adaptability while still remaining clearly aligned with
strategy. Leadership of ambidexterity thus involves encouraging on-
going small adaptations that continually update and adapt the strategy
without losing alignment (Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004). To do this,
leaders should promote and support initiative taking, cooperation,
brokering and multi-tasking. They should also engage in self-criticality
(i.e., always looking to improve), as well as an informal style of man-
agement encouraging alternative views and novel approaches.

Tension/conflicting
Exploration and exploitation are fundamentally different logics in-

volving very different structures. Therefore, at the core of ambi-
dexterity is tension. According to March (1991), ambidexterity is the
“fundamental tension” at the heart of an enterprise's long-run survival.
It enables the organization's ability to adapt but can be very hard to
reconcile (Tushman and O'Reilly, 1996). It must be well managed or
firms may end up worse off (He and Wong, 2004).

When engaged effectively, ambidexterity serves as a synthesizing
capability that creates competitive advantage out of conflicting forces
(He and Wong, 2004; Nonaka and Toyama, 2003). As described by
O'Reilly and Tushman (2008, p. 199):
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“At CIBA Vision, the President deliberately included the heads of
exploratory units in his senior management meetings and en-
couraged them to argue their positions with mature business unit
leaders. At Analog Devices, Ray Stata described the style needed as
an ability to ‘absorb contradictions’ and actually built a sound-proof
room where managers could scream at each other… In describing
how organizations can compete with dual business models (explore
and exploit), Markides and Charitou (2004) underscore the im-
portance of conflict resolution skills, ‘The question is not whether
conflict exists…the key question is how well the company manages
these conflicts.’”

Lubatkin, Simsek, Ling, and Veiga (2006) similarly recognize the
role of conflict in exploration and exploitation, describing exploitation
as a top-down information flow (e.g., institutionalizing routines and
behaviors to refine current competencies) and exploration as a bottom-
up information flow (e.g., abandoning old routines and making a
commitment to a new course of action). Behavioral integration among
leaders, particularly those in the top management team (TMT), can help
in managing these conflicting forces and tensions (Jansen, Tempelaar,
Van den Bosch, and Volberda, 2009). Behavioral integration promotes a
collaborative climate to enable adaptability: “[B]ehaviorally integrated
teams make better use of knowledge alternatives because cognitive
conflict in such teams affords more opportunities to debate and discuss
strategic issues” (Lubatkin et al., 2006, p. 651). Behavioral integration
also engenders social mechanisms of trust and reciprocity (Granovetter,
1985; Uzzi, 1997). These help the TMT draw from diverse insights and
combine the tacit knowledge bases of senior managers. When not pre-
sent, interaction and collaboration will be lost, and top leaders will be
more likely to focus on their own piece of the enterprise (Lubatkin
et al., 2006):

“In effect, this scenario reinforces Nonaka's (1994) argument that
‘although ideas are formed in the minds of individuals, interactions
typically play a critical role in developing these ideas,’ and it is
through this ‘community of interaction that new organizational
knowledge is developed’” (p. 652).

Papachroni, Heracleous, and Paroutis (2016) describe the core
tension in ambidexterity as innovation versus efficiency. Leaders who
successfully navigate the innovation-efficiency duality accept the si-
multaneous existence of these contradictory forces for enabling adapt-
ability (Smith and Tushman, 2005). Tension is not a bipolar “separa-
tion” (i.e., paradox) of choosing one side over the other (Andriopoulos
and Lewis, 2010). Instead it is “something people do as they are con-
fronted with conflicting pressure” and interactions (Papachroni et al.,
2016, p. 1813). Leaders should therefore view ambidexterity not only
as a managerial choice between structural options (i.e., strategic
choice), but also as a process of enabling human interaction (Gibson
and Birkinshaw, 2004; Hotho and Champion, 2010).

Similarly, Andriopoulos and Lewis (2010) describe ambidexterity
tension as a paradox, much like that between passion, which “fosters
intrinsic motivation that builds commitment and excitement for the
work” and discipline, which “channels individuals' efforts from ideas to
fruition” (p. 115). Paradoxical tension is what ultimately drives bene-
ficial outcomes. But benefits come only when tension is engaged ef-
fectively. Passion alone can create chaos (e.g., indecisiveness) or
burnout; excessive discipline can stifle creativity and innovation.
Therefore leadership for adaptability requires leaders to embrace
paradoxical thinking, and shift from managerial control mindsets to
“managing by all” (Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2010, p. 118).

Integration/linking
In classic perspectives (March, 1991), leaders manage ambidexterity

by orienting some units toward exploration and others toward ex-
ploitation (i.e., differentiation). The challenge, then, is bringing them
back together (i.e., integration) (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). In the

strategy and OT literatures, managing differentiation and integration is
commonly seen as the role of senior leaders (Benner and Tushman,
2003). They do this by developing and reinforcing a common vision,
communicating values, and identifying targeted goals (O'Reilly and
Tushman, 2008). Taylor and Helfat (2009), however, show that middle
managers also play a critical role in this process. Middle managers act
as “organizational connectors” who create linkages that enable transi-
tions from one system to another.

Because top managers often do not know exactly what sort of lin-
kages would work best or how to implement them, the role of senior
leaders is enabling middle managers to engage in linking activities that
help enable adaptability and change (Taylor and Helfat, 2009). Such
linking activities can include boundary spanning (e.g., brokering), or-
ganizing and implementing aligned actions (i.e., integrating), pro-
moting cross-functional training (e.g., enabling collaboration), joint
planning and decision-making (e.g., coordinating), and deploying re-
sources across units in ways that foster interconnectivity.

Jansen et al. (2009) also identify the importance of integration in
linking the activities of work units. They propose that leaders at all
levels must advocate new organizational logics and foster collective
patterns of interaction (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). Managers should
enable cross-functional (i.e., horizontal) linkage devices (Westerman,
McFarlan, and Iansiti, 2006) to support the efforts of distributed lea-
ders. They should also carefully design and implement integrating
mechanisms (e.g., formal/structural, informal/social) in and across
hierarchical levels (Galbraith, 1973; Galunic and Eisenhardt, 2001;
Tsai, 2002) to enable ambidexterity.

Jansen, Simsek, and Cao (2012) show that ambidexterity is a
complex interaction between firm-level contextual attributes (top-
down) and unit-level capabilities (bottom-up). Decentralized structures
promote ambidexterity by allowing more flexibility in targeting market
opportunities and more timely responses (see also Birkinshaw and
Gibson, 2004; Birkinshaw and Lingblad, 2005). Leaders should there-
fore foster decentralized, rather than centralized, structures.

Cantarello, Martini, and Nosella (2012) also describe ambidexterity
as a top-down/bottom-up interaction that generates tension in the dy-
namic interplay between the needs of managerial (i.e., top-down) and
operational (i.e., bottom-up) levels. The tension from this engagement
is only beneficial, however, if it is followed by integration—the process
of achieving unity of effort among the various subsystems of an orga-
nization (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). In their findings, integration was
achieved when the tension between acquired market/technological
knowledge (i.e., exploration) and expected results (i.e., exploitation)
was “subsequently merged” in meetings at the managerial level
(Cantarello et al., 2012, p. 43). Integration was “a vertically imposed
bureaucratic process that co-ordinates the efforts of many specialists
within the organization, by reconciling the distinct objectives of orga-
nizational members…and identifying synergies” (p. 43). Despite their
sequential description, they emphasized that this process was a “con-
tinuously interacting dynamic” (p. 43).

Reintegration
Durisin and Todorova (2012) extend the discussion of integration to

reintegration. Using a concept they term capability mutations, they de-
scribe how the new capabilities developed in an explorative unit “dis-
integrated” as they were incorporated back into the operational core.
This resulted from “mutations” (i.e., permanent changes) made to the
new capabilities that eliminated their novelty and value as they were
integrated into the routines of the old unit. Describing the frustration
and disappointment of the organization attempting to apply ambi-
dexterity theory, they concluded that the theoretical proposition to
keep units separate and then reintegrate them (Christensen, 1997;
O'Reilly and Tushman, 2004) is flawed and needs to be revisited, as it
did not lead toward the ambidexterity benefits the organization was
seeking.

Siggelkow and Levinthal (2003) used an agent-based simulation to
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study issues of reintegration. Focusing specifically on exogenously
driven change, they investigate an assumption with deep roots in the
literature on complex adaptive systems (Holland, 1995) that adaptive
entities maintain a balance of exploration and exploitation. Their
findings show that firms achieve this through temporary decen-
tralization—when an organization chooses an initial decentralized
structure “in order to respond rapidly to the perceived dramatic
changes in their performance landscape” (Siggelkow and Levinthal,
2003, pp. 664–5). Following temporary decentralization they move
directly into reintegration as they work to resolve coordination chal-
lenges created by the initial decentralized structure. This can occur
repeatedly as firms cycle through different structures, “pulsating back
and forth between decentralization, to ignite new search, and cen-
tralization, to increase coordination” (Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003,
p. 665). This concept of dynamic or temporary networks arising and
dissipating in response to environmental pressures is also described in
Pérez-Nordtvedt, O'Brien, and Rasheed (2013) and Brown and
Eisenhardt (1997), and has important implications for leadership of
adaptability.

Summary of ambidexterity
Ambidexterity theory shows that balancing the tension between

exploration and exploitation (Tushman and O'Reilly, 1996) is key to
leadership for organizational adaptability. Exploitation (e.g., using ex-
isting knowledge, skills and processes through efficiency and execution)
is needed to produce current results, and exploration (e.g., generating
new knowledge, skills and processes through search, variety, experi-
mentation, risk, discovery and innovation) is needed to sustain future
viability (Levinthal and March, 1993; March, 1991). Ambidextrous
leadership, therefore, involves adaptation-oriented and alignment-or-
iented activity. It is not generated through top down leadership, char-
isma, vision, or management-by-objectives; instead it requires many
leaders, working together, across organizational levels (Birkinshaw and
Gibson, 2004).

Ambidexterity is a knowledge-based approach (Nonaka, 1994) that
describes how organizational knowledge is initiated in ideas formed in
the minds of individuals, and developed through communities of in-
teraction (Lubatkin et al., 2006). At the core is tension between in-
novation (e.g., novelty) and efficiency (e.g., productivity) (Papachroni
et al., 2016). For adaptability to occur leaders must engage this tension
appropriately. Leaders must allow diverse, seemingly paradoxical, ideas
to conflict (i.e., tension) and connect (i.e., link up) in ways that gen-
erate emergence of innovation and novelty. Integration is critical to this
process, and represents the ways in which leaders bring diverse ideas,
activities and units together. Leaders enable integration by acting as
“organizational connectors” who create linkages that support transi-
tions from one system to another (Taylor and Helfat, 2009). Leaders
also enable integration by advocating new organizational logics and
fostering collective patterns of interaction (Galunic and Eisenhardt,
2001; Helfat and Peteraf, 2003; Jansen et al., 2009; Tsai, 2002). For
ideas to take hold in a system, leaders must also enable re-
integration—the incorporation of novelty and new capabilities back into
the operational core (Durisin and Todorova, 2012).

Dynamic capabilities

Another major perspective on organizational adaptability in the
strategy, OT, and entrepreneurship literatures is research on dynamic
capabilities (Augier and Teece, 2009; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen, 1997;
Winter, 2003). The theory, which emanates from the resource-based
view of the firm (Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959), classifies capabilities as
either operational or dynamic (Winter, 2003). Operational capabilities
facilitate efficient and effective use of resources (e.g., exploitation);
dynamic capabilities enable an organization to renew its competences to
achieve congruence with the changing environment (e.g., exploration)
(Dixon, Meyer, and Day, 2014).

Dynamic capabilities are the firm's ability to build, integrate and
reconfigure internal and external competencies in rapidly changing
environments (Teece et al., 1997). They represent a broad range of
factors, including dynamic learning, ideation, integration, and re-
configuration, that enable an organization to adapt and evolve over
time (Dixon et al., 2014). The core premise of the theory is that tradi-
tional elements of business success (e.g., maintaining incentive align-
ment, owning tangible assets, controlling costs, maintaining quality,
optimizing inventories) are necessary but insufficient for sustained
enterprise performance (Teece et al., 1997). For a firm to generate
competitive advantage and long-term survival they must carefully or-
chestrate both operational and dynamic capabilities.

Learning is central in the dynamic capabilities approach, and col-
laborations and partnerships serve as important vehicles for this
learning. Local learning, experimentation and collaboration work to
enable dynamic capabilities by helping the firm to identify dysfunc-
tional routines, adapt to changing market conditions, and prevent
strategic blindspots (Teece et al., 1997). Teece (2007) later refined
these components to describe dynamic capabilities as consisting of
leaders' capacity to a) sense and shape opportunities and threats, and b)
seize opportunities and maintain competitiveness, by c) enhancing,
combining, protecting and reconfiguring a firm's tangible and intangible
assets.

Tension/conflicting
Similar to ambidexterity, tension and dualities are at the core of

dynamic capabilities theory. Whereas strategic change is often de-
scribed as a “carefully orchestrated deployment of resources,” a duali-
ties approach provides an “emergent picture” of organizations as con-
tinually adjusting, without “overarching strategic prescriptions”
(Graetz and Smith, 2008, p. 277). Graetz and Smith (2008) describe
organizing as an ongoing process of equilibrating opposing forces (see
also Lewis, 2000). The core challenge for leaders, then, is to develop
systems that enable efficiency and innovation by combining centralized
purpose with decentralized power (Child & McGrath, 2001).

Capron and Mitchell (2009) highlight the importance of conflicting
to dynamic capabilities. Conflicting enables effectiveness in problem-
solving groups (Jehn, 1997) and helps identify better options
(Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1990; McGrath, 1984). Leaders enable
processes that favor adaptation by engaging conflicting (Capron and
Mitchell, 2009):

“…[A]s well as having a potential for disruption, conflict can help
create new views of problems and generate new insights for solu-
tions. Firms that have learned how to take advantage of conflict…
may benefit by initiating internal projects in conflict-strewn en-
vironments” (p. 308).

Integration
Like ambidexterity, integration is also central to dynamic cap-

abilities. Zahra and George (2002) recognize the role of integration
relative to absorptive capacity—the ability to value, assimilate and apply
new knowledge for learning and problem solving (Cohen and Levinthal,
1990; Kim, 1997; Volberda, Foss, and Lyles, 2010). Absorptive capacity
helps organizations adapt and evolve in high-velocity environments
(Floyd and Lane, 2000). It does this by focusing leaders on effectively
capturing and deploying the firm's knowledge-based assets.

Absorptive capacity is needed when “activation triggers” (e.g., dis-
ruptive innovation, technology shifts, regulatory/market change) re-
quire a firm to respond (Walsh and Ungson, 1991; Winter, 2003) to
pressures from the environment for change. Activation triggers can be
internal or external, and intensify the need to learn new skills and act
on new knowledge (i.e., absorptive capacity). Because firms are not
naturally structured to enable absorptive capacity, leaders need to
promote social integration mechanisms that facilitate the sharing and
exploitation of knowledge (Westerman et al., 2006; Zahra and George,
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2002). Social integration mechanisms overcome structural, behavioral,
cognitive and political barriers that stifle knowledge and information
sharing. They can be informal (e.g., social networks) or formal (e.g.,
cross-functional teams), and help leaders leverage intellectual and so-
cial capital assets that generate adaptive problem solving and creative
action (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998).

Endogenous entrepreneurship
Consistent with the idea that activation triggers can be internal or

external (Zahra and George, 2002), Newey and Zahra (2009) show that
dynamic capabilities are often generated through a firm's en-
dogenously-driven entrepreneurship, even without an exogenous shock
(Schreyögg and Kliesch-Eberl, 2007). Exogenous shocks generate a re-
active response, while endogenous entrepreneurship allows a firm to
adapt more proactively (Newey and Zahra, 2009). They define en-
dogenous entrepreneurship as initiatives in developing new products,
services and or/business arising from internal opportunity recognition.

Using the concept of endogenous entrepreneurship, Newey and
Zahra (2009) suggest that the interaction between operating cap-
abilities and dynamic capabilities, and not the action of dynamic cap-
abilities alone, is key to adaptability in a firm's evolution. A well-
functioning adaptive capability requires organizational mechanisms for
enabling: (1) learning at the operating capability level (e.g., product
development), (2) capturing the learning at the dynamic capability
level (e.g., innovation and emergence of new ideas), and (3) re-
configuration of operating capabilities (e.g., getting the changes into
the system in the form of new order). Within this process, absorptive
capacity develops within value networks: “products develop within a
web of internal and external stakeholders and this web can differ across
different product categories” (p. S91). Leaders, therefore, need to de-
velop relationships with and learn about the needs of stakeholders (e.g.,
consumers, suppliers, regulators and lead users).

In Newey and Zahra's (2009) approach, managers should build and
leverage operating and dynamic capabilities that identify and enable
emergence of new opportunities; endogenous entrepreneurs, i.e., en-
trepreneurial leaders, should engage effort and energy that promotes and
facilitates adaptation from within the system. This is consistent with
Teece et al.'s (1997) view that “the element of dynamic capabilities that
involves shaping (and not just adapting to) the environment is en-
trepreneurial in nature” (p. 1321). According to Teece et al. (1997),
“entrepreneurial fitness ought to have equal standing with evolutionary
fitness” (p. 1321). For this to occur, managerial and entrepreneurial
leaders must remain mindful of the traps that work against an en-
trepreneurial mindset, e.g., routinization, that overemphasize structural
rigidity and ignore the capacity of agents to think outside the box
(Newey and Zahra, 2009).

The adaptive process
Cepeda and Vera (2007) identify four critical aspects of dynamic

capabilities that provide insight into how the adaptive process works:

“(1) Capabilities are organizational processes and routines rooted in
knowledge, (2) The input of dynamic capabilities is an initial con-
figuration of resources and operational routines, (3) Dynamic cap-
abilities involve a transformation process of the firm's knowledge
resources and routines, and (4) The output of dynamic capabilities is
a new configuration of resources and operational routines” (p. 427).

Knowledge management (KM) is crucial to this adaptive process. To
enable dynamic capabilities associated with the adaptive process, lea-
ders should create a learning culture in which individuals can speak
openly about knowledge requirements and take steps to implement
knowledge in support of firm goals (Cepeda and Vera, 2007). These can
include KM practices (e.g., repeated practice, improvisation, learning-
by-doing, experimentation, trial-and-error) or KM processes (e.g.,
“knowledge evolution cycle,” Zollo and Winter, 2002 or “combinative
capabilities,” Kogut and Zander, 1992). Helfat et al. (2007) also use

knowledge to explain the role of dynamic capabilities in adaptation.
They describe the importance of value network absorptive capacity (rou-
tines for acquiring, assimilating, transforming and exploiting knowl-
edge specific to a value network) in the interaction between operating
and dynamic capabilities:

“…it is not just dynamic capabilities that assist the organization to
adapt and evolve but also how well the operating capability per-
forms after reconfiguration or development and how well this per-
formance leads to further learning that informs the future actions of
the dynamic capability, thereby continuing the adaptive cycle” (p.
S83).

The adaptive process starts with ideas. Björk, Boccardelli, and
Magnusson (2010) describe this as ideation capabilities—the organiza-
tion's capacity to generate and develop ideas that can be converted into
innovations. Ideation capability goes beyond individual creativity to
understand the process through which ideas can be generated, com-
bined and transformed into useful adaptations for the firm. Because too
much formalization can be harmful, leaders must delicately balance
formal (e.g., formal structures and systems) and informal (e.g., social
networks, both internal and external) sources of ideation. They should
also “bound” ideation conditions, meaning stimulating ideas by enga-
ging appropriate limitations and boundaries. Climates and incentives
are needed to support ideation capabilities. Leaders must establish the
right incentives, combined with supportive systems, processes and
roles, to help generate a multitude of ideation approaches, across both
individual and collective processes.

Salvato (2009) reveals how the daily actions of individuals engaged
in experimentation and adaptation constitute process “heterogeneity,”
which leaders can then use to generate “homogeneous, semiautomatic”
processes (i.e., new order). Salvato's (2009) findings indicate that or-
ganizational adaptation comes from an ongoing, dynamic process in
which: a) established capabilities, which function as semi-automatic,
less mindful activities, are reshaped in mindful, ordinary acts carried
out by individuals acting with the aim to improve organizational pro-
cesses (cf. Levinthal and Rerup, 2006; Weick and Sutcliffe, 2006); and
b) timely leadership interventions take the novelty generated by the
actions of these individuals and encode them into higher-level organi-
zational capabilities. Together, these bottom-up and top-down pro-
cesses promote the adaptive capability (i.e., the adaptive process) in a
firm.

In this adaptive process employees engage in experimentation that
generates new learning and ways of operating. Leaders help capture the
learning and integrate it into the operating system to generate adaptive
outcomes for the firm (Salvato, 2009). Enabling adaptive capabilities,
therefore, requires leaders to recognize potentially valuable experi-
ments happening at all levels, within and outside the organization, and
to encourage and motivate all units and external collaborators to ac-
tively participate in experimenting to identify novel solutions within
the ongoing functioning of capabilities (Salvato, 2009). Given that
formalization can hurt these dynamics, the capabilities must be adap-
tive: “interpretation of local experiments should be run by top man-
agers as an ad hoc problem solving, rather than by establishing in-
novation routines and operating rules” (Salvato, 2009, p. 403).

Allred, Fawcett, Wallin, and Magnan (2011) provide insight into
how dynamic capabilities are associated with the adaptive process.
They introduce collaboration capability and describe it as a rare and
valuable asset for an organization. Firms that have high collaboration
capability: a) improve information sharing (e.g., enable information
flows), b) promote boundary-spanning initiatives (i.e., networking) of
employees and units, c) invest in collaborative people skills, and d)
align goals and metrics to foster collaboration. This involves changing
structures and mindsets. Leaders increase collaboration capability by a)
bringing people together to engage around problem solving, innovation
and decision making (i.e., structural enablers), b) devoting time and
resources to enhance collaboration, e.g., through collaborative pilot
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projects, and c) investing in adaptive skills that help collaborative
champions break down resistance to change.

Summary of dynamic capabilities
Dynamic capabilities theory brings a perspective of leadership as

enabling an organization's ability to adapt and evolve over time (Dixon
et al., 2014; Teece et al., 1997). Its core premise is that traditional
elements of business success (e.g., operational capabilities) are not
enough. Leaders must instead carefully orchestrate both operational
and dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Operational capabilities
work to facilitate efficient and effective use of resources (i.e., current
results), while dynamic capabilities allow an organization to renew in
accordance with the changing environment (i.e., future viability)
(Dixon et al., 2014).

The role of leaders from this perspective is to sense and shape op-
portunities and threats; seize opportunities and maintain competitive-
ness; and enhance, combine, protect and reconfigure the firm's tangible
and intangible assets (i.e., operational and dynamic capabilities)
(Teece, 2007). Like ambidexterity, knowledge and learning are central
to the dynamic capabilities approach. Collaborations and partnerships,
along with local learning, experimentation and collaboration, are ve-
hicles through which leaders enable learning. For learning to occur,
leaders must support the careful engagement of conflicting (i.e., ten-
sion) (Capron and Mitchell, 2009; Graetz and Smith, 2008) and con-
necting (i.e., integration) (Zahra and George, 2002). This allows leaders
to enable the adaptive process in organizations (Cepeda and Vera,
2007).

The adaptive process starts with “activation triggers” that pressure
the organizational system for change (Newey and Zahra, 2009; Walsh
and Ungson, 1991; Winter, 2003). These triggers can be external (e.g.,
disruptive innovation, technology shifts, regulatory/market change) or
internal (e.g., new ideas for products, services or businesses generated
internally by endogenous entrepreneurs responding to changing en-
vironments or opportunity recognition). To respond to triggers, leaders
need to support a well-functioning adaptive capability to: (1) foster
learning at the operating capability level (e.g., product development),
(2) capture the learning at the dynamic capability level (e.g., innova-
tion and emergence of new ideas), and (3) reconfigure operating cap-
abilities (e.g., getting the changes into the system in the form of new
order). Ideation capabilities (Björk et al., 2010), collaboration cap-
abilities (Allred et al., 2011) and value network absorptive capacity
(Helfat et al., 2007) all help with this.

Innovation and networks

According to Schumpeter (1949), organizational survival depends
on the ability to adapt to a changing environment. Therefore, innova-
tion is essential for a firm's adaptive capacity. Innovation serves as an
engine for growth (Volberda, Van den Bosch, and Mihalache, 2014), a
source of renewal (Sidhu, Commandeur, and Volberda, 2007), a dy-
namic capability (Teece, 2007), and a generator of requisite internal
variety needed for ambidexterity (Sidhu et al., 2007). Innovation alone
is not enough, however. It operates as part of a larger adaptive process
that effectively converts the generation and incorporation of novelty
and learning into productive and adaptive outcomes for the firm
(Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005). For this to occur, an organization
must enable relational and network dynamics.

Research shows that the innovation process occurs in phases: idea
generation, idea elaboration, championing/amplification, and adop-
tion/implementation (Damanpour and Schneider, 2006; Perry-Smith
and Mannucci, 2017). Creativity scholars primarily focus on the early
(idea generation) stages of this process, and innovation scholars stress
the latter stages (i.e., implementation) (Perry-Smith and Mannucci,
2017). The two are closely related: Organizational creativity is defined
as “the creation of a valuable, useful new product, service, idea, pro-
cedure, or process by individuals in a complex social system”

(Woodman, Sawyer, and Griffin, 1993, p. 293), and organizational in-
novation defined as the “adoption of a new product, service, process,
technology, policy, structure or administrative system” (Damanpour
and Schneider, 2006, p. 216).

The role of networks in the innovation process
Perry-Smith and Mannucci (2017) show how leaders can foster in-

novation by enabling network structures and roles. Mapping network
theory onto the innovation process, they argue that dyadic tie strength
(e.g., emotional closeness, duration and frequency, Granovetter, 1973)
is critical in facilitating the micro needs of the early innovation process
(i.e., idea generation and elaboration), while network structure (e.g.,
ego network and structural holes, Burt, 1992, 2005) is critical in na-
vigating the social dynamics in the latter stage (i.e., championing and
implementation). At the idea generation phase, weak ties will facilitate
idea generation through brokerage (Burt, 2004; Fleming, Mingo, and
Chen, 2007). At the idea elaboration phase, feedback and encourage-
ment from a limited number of strong ties (e.g., one or two) or a
trusting and safe environment of network cohesion (Burt, 2005) is
beneficial. In the championing phase, brokerage again helps garner
support for ideas and initiatives (Burt, 1992; Seibert, Kraimer, and
Liden, 2001). This is because idea creators will likely not be able to do
this themselves and will need to “borrow” influence and legitimacy
from another to sell the idea (Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017). In the
implementation phase, network closure (i.e., few structural holes) pro-
vides normative pressure to work collaboratively toward common ob-
jectives. It also enhances information sharing (Granovetter, 1985; Uzzi
and Spiro, 2005) and reduces perceived uncertainty by drawing on
others' behavioral cues.

Leaders, therefore, need to understand that network features that
work at one stage will not work at another: As “the idea progresses across
phases, the primarily beneficial network characteristics reverse” (Perry-
Smith and Mannucci, 2017, p. 61). Cognitive frames play an important
role in this process. At the idea generation phase, strategic framing (i.e.,
rationality, planning, information collection and aligning with organi-
zational goals, Bridwell-Mitchell and Lant, 2014; Gioia and Thomas,
1996) is beneficial; in the elaboration phase, political framing (i.e.,
emphasizing the negotiation process) is more effective. Because each
idea journey is unique, networks must be fluid, and leaders must con-
tinually reconstruct and activate networks in accordance with the si-
tuation. This activation fluidity, i.e., activating different networks in
different phases, typically cannot be achieved by one leader (Perry-
Smith and Mannucci, 2017). Therefore, multiple leaders with diverse
skills are needed to take on the varying roles (Arena, Cross, Sims, and
Uhl-Bien, 2017).

Individual differences play a part in this process (Carnabuci and
Diószegi, 2015). Social networks rich in structural holes are more
amenable to innovation for leaders with an adaptive cognitive style
(“doing things better”). Closed networks with densely interconnected
contacts are more amenable to leaders with an innovative cognitive style
(“doing things differently”). This is because innovators are better at
recombining seemingly unrelated perspectives and information, while
adaptors come up with fewer and less original ideas but are better able
to find solutions that are implementable. Therefore leaders need to
consider cognitive styles when working to activate the networked in-
novation process.

Soda and Zaheer (2012) apply network architecture to show how
organizations can combine “informal social networks with formal or-
ganizational structures and processes to leverage the organization's
multiple networks into value-creating capabilities” (p. 766). Specifi-
cally, they find an inverted U-shaped relationship between congruence
and performance: Incongruence between formal and informal a) hurts
performance by reducing coordination, but b) helps innovation by en-
hancing access to diverse information, ideas and knowledge dispersed
throughout the organization. Thus, leaders need to consider that when
the coordination problem is complex, “the different networks that
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individuals can draw upon are sources of differentiated resource access,
and it is complementarity from inconsistency, rather than from fit in
terms of alignment or coherence or consistency, that creates value”
relative to adaptability (p. 767).

Finally, the innovation process relies on knowledge transfer—units
learning from each other and benefiting from knowledge developed by
other units (Kogut and Zander, 1992; Tortoriello, Reagans, and
McEvily, 2012; Tsai, 2001). Knowledge transfer “occurs in a shared
social context in which different units are linked to one another” (Tsai,
2001, p. 996). Leaders enable knowledge transfer by creating network
structures that allow discovery of new opportunities, knowledge, and
learning. Moreover, a growing body of work on management innova-
tion (Peeters, Massini, and Lewin, 2014; Volberda et al., 2014) identi-
fies two meta-routines relevant to leadership of organizational adapt-
ability. Managing adaptive tension involves stimulating internal
innovation processes in accordance with demands from the environ-
ment (e.g., increasing tension when more innovation is needed), and
transferring knowledge back to the organization involves assimilating ex-
ternally acquired knowledge.

Complexity

Complexity theory offers insight into leadership for adaptability
using the concepts of complex adaptive systems and emergence (Uhl-
Bien et al., 2007; Uhl-Bien and Marion, 2009). In the earliest applica-
tion of complexity to organization science, Stacey (1995) argued that
complex adaptive systems offer superior understanding of adaptability
compared to strategic choice and ecology views that see organization as
tending toward equilibrium (e.g., stability, predictability, regularity).
Complexity sees strategic change as occurring in far-from-equilibrium
states (e.g., instability, unpredictability, dynamism). These states are
primarily generated in the informal, networked systems and not the
formal, bureaucratic systems of organizations (Stacey, 1995).

In complexity, emergent order (i.e., adaptability) comes from the
simultaneous presence of disturbing elements that push a system toward
chaos, and stabilizing elements that push toward order (Chiles, Meyer,
and Hench, 2004). Disturbing elements include forces such as pressures,
innovation, conflict, tension or energy flows. Stabilizing elements in-
clude structures, planning and control (Thietart and Forgues, 1995).
Without disturbing elements (i.e., pressures) the system would stay in
equilibrium; without stabilizing elements the system would go into
chaos (i.e., no new order would emerge). As described by Stacey
(1995):

“The transformational process is one of internal, spontaneous self-
organization amongst the agents of a system, provoked by in-
stabilities, and potentially leading to emergent order….The dy-
namics of success then have to do with being kept away from
equilibrium adaptation in states of instability, irregularity and un-
predictability” (p. 478).

From this perspective, the role of the leader is to accept and even
promote uncertainty, surprise, unknowability, and open-endedness.
Rather than focusing on leaders only at the top, complexity considers
leadership occurring amid group dynamics, and in the spontaneously
self-organizing political and organizational learning processes through
which innovation occurs (Marion and Uhl-Bien, 2001; Stacey, 1995).

Complex adaptive systems approaches focus on how leaders affect
and are affected by the informal networks in which they take part, and
how they use networks to advance innovation through conflict and
dialogue within boundaries (Carley and Lee, 1998; Stacey, 1995; Uhl-
Bien and Marion, 2009). Similarly, co-evolutionary perspectives
(Volberda et al., 2014) show that as managers respond to the en-
vironment by changing their organizations through management in-
novations, these changes subsequently influence the environment.
These processes are simultaneously evolving and co-evolving (Volberda
and Lewin, 2003), with change at one level triggering further change at

other levels (Aldrich, 1999). Therefore, leaders need to be prepared to
approach adaptability as a multilevel and dynamic process that is im-
pacted by change agents from both within and outside the firm.

Semistructures
Using a complexity lens, Brown and Eisenhardt (1997, 1998) depict

high-velocity organizations as operating in dynamic equili-
brium—conditions in which change is ongoing and continual. In en-
vironments of dynamic equilibrium, leaders need to position organi-
zations as “semistructured” rather than over-structured (e.g.,
mechanistic) or under-structured (e.g., organic). Such organizations are
poised at the “edge of chaos that exists between order and disorder” (p.
29), with managers constantly vigilant “to avoid slipping into pure
chaos or pure structure” (p. 29). Unsuccessful managers of dynamic
equilibrium are those who engage in too much structuring. They begin
with the future in mind, develop a strategy, engage in planning and
visioning, and then work to execute (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). This
over-structuring is problematic because it bogs down in implementation
and the day-to-day. Organizations that do this are continually waylaid
by problems and have an obsessive focus on current revenues rather
than ongoing viability (Levinthal and March, 1993).

In semistructures, successful managers neither rigidly plan nor
chaotically react. Instead they enable adaptability by working to
eliminate lockstep bureaucracy, increase communication, and add
project-level responsibilities. They also “choreograph” transitions be-
tween past and future projects in ways that are neither haphazard, nor
rigid (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998). According to Eisenhardt and
Tabrizi (1995), in fast-paced environments structures must combine
elements of both adaptation and formal control. This approach led them
to question traditional depictions of organic processes as lacking
structure (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). Rather
than lacking structure, “organic” organizations are improvisational:
They enable real-time learning, through design iterations and testing,
with a focus and discipline of milestones. Instead of suppressing in-
formation flows and conflict, leaders in these systems work to enable
interaction, intuition and improvisation. They combine flexibility with
reporting relationships that have final decision-making authority
(Browning, Beyer, and Stetler, 1995).

Emergence
A key contribution of complexity to organization science is the

concept of emergence (Goldstein, 2007; Lichtenstein, 2014). In emer-
gence, order arises from the actions of interdependent agents who
pursue change based on local knowledge and feedback from others
(Chiles et al., 2004; Hayek, 1988; Stacey, 1995; Tsoukas and Chia,
2002). It occurs when “system-level order spontaneously arises from
the action and repeated interaction of lower level system components
without intervention by a central component” (Chiles et al., 2004, p.
502; see also Lichtenstein, 2000; Plowman et al., 2007).

Emergence dynamics include social mechanisms such as conflicting
constraints (i.e., tension/conflicting) and amplification (i.e., integra-
tion/linking) (Lichtenstein and Plowman, 2009; Marion and Uhl-Bien,
2003; Plowman et al., 2007; Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). Conflicting con-
straints help foster generation of new ideas and initial adaptations. They
occur when interacting agents are brought together by common need
(i.e., an adaptive challenge) and must work through heterogeneity (i.e.,
differences in needs, perspectives and worldviews) to produce an
adaptive response to a complexity pressure (Marion and Uhl-Bien,
2001). Amplification occurs when individuals link up through networks
in ways that help an idea (or novelty) gain momentum and flow
(Marion and Uhl-Bien, 2001).

As described in Lichtenstein and Plowman (2009), leaders foster
amplification by allowing experiments, encouraging rich interactions,
and supporting collective action (see also Lichtenstein, 2000). Learning
is a byproduct of these complexity dynamics. According to Fonseca
(2002), knowledge emerges as individuals and social settings interact
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and create meaning, and learning occurs when ideas collide, combine,
diverge, elaborate, or are extinguished. Hence, amplification depends
on knowledge, learning, information flows (i.e., networks), and con-
flicting (i.e., adaptive tension).

Summary of innovation, networks and complexity
Innovation, networks and complexity allow us to see leadership for

organizational adaptability as enabling an organization to operate as a
complex adaptive system by leveraging network dynamics and struc-
tures. Complex adaptive systems are those that adapt and evolve with
the environment (Holland, 1995, 1998). Complexity is triggered when
pressures come in from the environment (Stacey, 1995), and in re-
sponse to these pressures, leaders must enable the system to adapt by
fostering networked interactions that support and sustain the innova-
tion process (Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017) and generate adaptive
responses. They do this by keeping the organization in dynamic equi-
librium (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997, 1998), or “far-from-equilibrium”
states, that engage the simultaneous presence of disturbing elements
(push toward chaos) and stabilizing elements (push toward order)
(Stacey, 1995). Together, these elements occurring in contexts of net-
worked interactions create the forces that trigger self-organization to-
ward new, emergent order (i.e., adaptability) (Chiles et al., 2004).

Leaders enable complex adaptive systems by creating semistructures
(Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995) that promote interaction, intuition and
improvisation. Critical issues for leaders from the perspective of in-
novation, networks and complexity are network architecture (Soda and
Zaheer, 2012) and knowledge transfer (Kogut and Zander, 1992;
Tortoriello et al., 2012; Tsai, 2001). Leaders must appropriately
leverage brokerage, cohesion, and network closure to trigger, amplify
and scale new ideas into the organizational system (Burt, 2005; Perry-
Smith and Mannucci, 2017). Network architecture can also involve
using the right combination of individual differences (e.g., cognitive
styles, Carnabuci and Diószegi, 2015) along with leaders who work to
champion innovation. To do this leaders must know how to appro-
priately frame and position new ideas in the larger, strategic context
(Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017). Similar to ambidexterity and dy-
namic capabilities, leadership for organizational adaptability involves
managing adaptive tension (stimulating internal innovation processes in
accordance with demands from the environment) and transferring
knowledge back to the organization (e.g., reintegration and knowledge
transfer) (Peeters et al., 2014; Volberda et al., 2014).

Theoretical synthesis and integrative framework

Although organizational adaptability is studied across a variety of
literatures and disciplines, our review shows that there is surprising
similarity across perspectives. In this section we begin by providing a
theoretical synthesis that combines the implications of the perspectives
summarized above. We do this using a series of figures. We then syn-
thesize the figures into an integrative “meta-framework” of leadership
for organizational adaptability.

Synthesizing the theoretical perspectives on organizational adaptability

As shown in Fig. 1, organizational adaptability is characterized by a
core tension between “the need to innovate” and “the need to produce”
(Tushman and O'Reilly, 1996). This tension is labeled differently de-
pending on the perspective it comes from (e.g., strategy, OT, en-
trepreneurship, learning). Adaptability occurs in the interface between
these tensions, and is associated with “new organizational forms”
(Lewin and Volberda, 1999) that arise to navigate in this space and
integrate across the differences. These forms, or processes, are ambi-
dextrous (O'Reilly and Tushman, 2008) and fluid (e.g., semistructures,
Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998; absorptive capacity, Zahra and George,
2002). They dynamically change and adjust (i.e., adapt) to meet the
needs of pressures (i.e., activation triggers, Newey and Zahra, 2009)

coming in from the internal and/or external environment (Nickerson
and Zenger, 2002; Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003).

The adaptive process involves transforming organizations from one
state to another to enhance fitness with the environment (Cepeda and
Vera, 2007; Newey and Zahra, 2009; Salvato, 2009). This can be a
radical transformation in response to an exogenous shock (Newey and
Zahra, 2009), a restructuring process, an emergent innovation process
(Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017; Peschl and Fundneider, 2008), en-
dogenous entrepreneurship (Newey and Zahra, 2009), or an ongoing
transformation resulting from everyday adjustments made by people as
they engage in work activities (Tsoukas and Chia, 2002). As shown in
Fig. 2, it involves an initial configuration of resources and operating
routines that go through a transformation that reconfigures them into a
new operating system (Cepeda and Vera, 2007). This adaptive process
depends on knowledge, learning and information flows (e.g., knowl-
edge transfer, knowledge spillovers) that enable generation and emer-
gence of novelty (Reagans and McEvily, 2003; Rosenkopf and McGrath,
2011) and innovation (Tsai, 2001).

Because bureaucratic (i.e., formal) organizing structures can stifle
information flows and interactions needed for adaptability, networks
(i.e., informal structures) are needed to open them back up (see Fig. 3)
(Soda and Zaheer, 2012). Social networks emerge in organizations in
the informal organization that links people, information and resources
internally and externally (Burt, 2005). These linkages provide the basis
for activating and amplifying the innovation and adaptation process
(Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017; Tsai, 2001). For example, network
structures trigger ideas through brokering, elaborate ideas through
strong ties and cohesion, amplify and champion ideas across a system
through brokerage, and promote the adoption and implementation of
novelty and innovation through network closure (Burt, 1992; Perry-
Smith and Mannucci, 2017). This process occurs across time, starting
with idea generation, and proceeding into elaboration, championing/
amplification, adoption and implementation (Perry-Smith and
Mannucci, 2017). In large-scale organizational change it involves dif-
ferent people at multiple levels, with appropriate innovation and net-
working skills, and requires leaders who can catalyze the emergent
innovation process by understanding and tapping the power of em-
ployee networks (Arena et al., 2017).

The adaptive process requires that organizations move away from
status quo. Most organizations, however, are designed as complex
systems rather than complex adaptive systems (Stacey, 1995). Complex
systems differ from complex adaptive systems in that they are struc-
tured for efficiency and control, rather than adaptability (Brown and
Eisenhardt, 1997; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995). This leads to the
problem of core rigidities (Leonard-Barton, 1992) in which organiza-
tions pull back to equilibrium, even in the face of complex challenges
from the environment (Stacey, 1995). Complex adaptive systems
overcome this problem by enabling “adaptive space” (Arena et al.,
2017; Uhl-Bien and Arena, 2017) that generates adaptability in the
interface between the competing demands of exploration (i.e., en-
trepreneurial activity) and exploitation (i.e., operational core) (see
Fig. 4). Adaptive space engages the tension (e.g., conflicting) created by
these pressures and uses integration mechanisms (e.g., connecting) to
enable emergence of adaptive responses (e.g., knowledge, innovation,
learning) that can be implemented into the operating core in the form
of new adaptive order (i.e., new configuration of resources and oper-
ating routines, Cepeda and Vera, 2007).

With this as a basis, we can now extend the findings to offer an
integrative meta-framework of leadership for organizational adapt-
ability.

Integrative meta-framework of leadership for organizational adaptability

A review of the leadership literature shows that organizational
adaptability has not been a primary topic in leadership research.
Leadership scholars have considered individual adaptability (Chan,
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2000; Denison, Hooijberg, and Quinn, 1995; DeRue, Ashford, and
Myers, 2012), team adaptability (Porter, Webb, and Gogus, 2010;
Randall, Resick, and DeChurch, 2011), leader ambidexterity
(Havermans et al., 2015; Rosing et al., 2011; Turner et al., 2013), and
networks (Balkundi and Kilduff, 2006; Li, 2013; Marion et al., 2016),
but discussions of leadership for organizational adaptability are largely
missing. An exception is complexity leadership theory (Uhl-Bien et al.,
2007; Uhl-Bien and Marion, 2009). Complexity leadership theory “en-
ables the learning, creative and adaptive capacity of complex adaptive
systems (CAS) in knowledge-producing organizations” (Uhl-Bien et al.,
2007, p. 304). As such, it addresses organizational adaptability similar
to the literatures reviewed above. By combining it with the perspectives
developed from our theoretical synthesis, it can serve as the foundation
for a framework of leadership for organizational adaptability.

Complexity leadership theory describes three forms of leadership:
adaptive leadership, administrative leadership and enabling leadership
(Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). When considered relative to our review above,
we see that these descriptions and labels are not quite accurate, and can
benefit from grounding in theoretical perspectives on organizational
adaptability. Specifically, from Fig. 1 we can see that adaptability needs
to move to the middle of the model rather than in the exploratory
function as described in Uhl-Bien et al. (2007). Adaptive leadership
thus needs to be relabeled. Drawing from Zahra's concept of en-
dogenous entrepreneurship (see Fig. 2) we can label it entrepreneurial
leadership (see also Augier and Teece, 2009; Birkinshaw and Gibson,
2004; Newey and Zahra, 2009), and define it as leadership that works
to create new knowledge, skills, products and processes to sustain the
future viability of the firm (i.e., exploration) (March, 1991). Adminis-
trative leadership is positioned properly but the label is problematic
given that it can be confused with administrative roles. Drawing from
the strategy literature and Fig. 4, we can more appropriately label this
operational leadership, and define it as leadership in the formal systems,
structures and processes that produces results through selection, re-
finement, execution and efficiency (i.e., exploitation) (March, 1991).

Enabling leadership is appropriately labeled and positioned, but we
can now refine the description to better explain its function in enabling
organizational adaptability (see Figs. 3 and 5). Enabling leadership is
creating, engaging and protecting “adaptive space” (Uhl-Bien and
Arena, 2017) needed to nurture and sustain the adaptability process in
organizations. Leaders enable adaptive space (middle circle in Fig. 5)
and the adaptive process by creating structures and processes (e.g.,
semistructures, temporary decentralization, collaboration, brokering,

network cohesion, adaptive capabilities, absorptive capacity) that ef-
fectively engage conflicting (i.e., tension) and connecting (i.e., in-
tegration) to trigger and amplify emergence (i.e., innovation, adaptive
responses) into new adaptive order (i.e., reintegration) for the organi-
zation (i.e., transformation process in Fig. 2).

The result is an integrative “meta-framework” of leadership for or-
ganizational adaptability (see Fig. 5). This framework allows us to see
the role of leadership in enabling the adaptive process in organizations.
The adaptive process relies on transformation that comes from new
knowledge, information, innovation and learning. Therefore, leadership
for organizational adaptability requires: a) entrepreneurial leadership
(e.g., endogenous entrepreneurship), b) enabling leadership that en-
ables the adaptive process through adaptive space, and c) operational
leadership that accommodates novelty (e.g., reintegration) by in-
corporating it into the operational core in the form of new adaptive
order. It is important to note that this is not a hierarchical process; it
can occur at any level and individuals in any position (informal or
formal leaders) can engage in it. Entrepreneurial leadership does not
assume bottom-up—in fact, it is quite often initiated at the top (e.g.,
Steve Jobs, Larry Page, Jeff Bezos). Even in cases where the top leader is
initiating it, however, the challenges are still the same: The en-
trepreneurial idea has to be advanced into the operational system, and
this is a process that occurs in and through adaptive space (see Fig. 5).

Leadership for organizational adaptability

Leadership for organizational adaptability focuses on enabling the
adaptive process in organizations (see Fig. 5). At its core, the adaptive
process is about engaging the tension between the need to innovate and
the need to produce (March, 1991). This occurs when entrepreneurial
leaders advance new ideas that “conflict” with the operational system
(e.g., ideas are not easily implementable, cost too much money, require
resources the organization does not currently have, or go against the
organization's predominant identity) and get reconfigured into better
ideas (e.g., new product, processes, services, technologies, market di-
rections) that are then scaled into the formal system (e.g., aligned and
executed) by operational leaders acting as sponsors for the innovation.
Enabling leaders help in this process by creating the conditions (i.e.,
adaptive space) for conflicting and connecting to trigger, energize, am-
plify and scale ideas into new order (i.e., emergence) in cadence with
the adaptive needs of the organization and its environment (see Fig. 5).

While some describe the challenge of conflicting as lying in its

Fig. 4. Organization as a complex adaptive system.
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paradoxical nature (Lewis, 2000), perhaps the bigger challenge in en-
gaging this tension is in not letting the pressure to produce overwhelm
the need to innovate. Because most organizations are designed for
stability they are proficient at rejecting new ideas and change (Leonard-
Barton, 1992). The formal structure is designed to suppress the informal
structure of networked interactions. Moreover, managers are trained in
hierarchical leadership with a bias toward order and a focus on top-
down control. This is compounded by reward systems that incentivize
productivity at the expense of adaptability.

The result is that most organizations are set up to pull back to
equilibrium (Stacey, 1995). It isn't a matter of leaders not visioning well
enough or employees being resistant to change; it is fundamentally an
issue of structure and design. This is why we see so many organizations
turning to “new organizational forms” (Lewin and Volberda, 1999).
What these forms are doing is helping enable adaptability by opening
up space for the adaptive process in the context of formal organiza-
tional structures. To advance understanding of leadership for adapt-
ability, then, we need to focus research on identifying ways in which
leaders promote the adaptive process through enabling adaptive space
(cf. Uhl-Bien et al., 2007; Uhl-Bien and Marion, 2009).

Enabling adaptive space

Leaders enable adaptive space by engaging conflicting and con-
necting to advance ideas into the operational system that lead to new
adaptive order (see Fig. 5). This can occur in multiple ways, and much
of what we need to know regarding it can be found in literatures
scattered across strategy, OT and OB. Because we do not have room to
go into these issues in-depth here, below we highlight how these pro-
cesses work.

Conflicting
Conflicting involves engaging tension (e.g., between the pressure to

innovate and the pressure to produce) to generate the emergence of
higher-order, adaptive outcomes (see Fig. 5). In conflicting, agents
(e.g., people, ideas, information, technology) engage heterogeneity
(e.g., differences in worldviews, training, perspectives) under condi-
tions of interdependence (i.e., they must work together) to search for
creative and adaptive solutions to problems (Uhl-Bien and Marion,
2009). These problems can be generated internally (e.g., en-
trepreneurial actors motivated to advance novel ideas) or come from
the environment (e.g., complexity pressures requiring adaptation from

the system) (Newey and Zahra, 2009). Because conflicting is hard, it
usually requires pressures (i.e., disruption) and interdependence to
sustain it until a solution is produced (Uhl-Bien and Arena, 2017).
Pressures also bound (Björk et al., 2010) the system to shape outcomes
that are more adaptive, i.e., conflicting without pressures can generate
solutions that are creative but not necessarily productive or adaptive for
the system (Havermans et al., 2015 describe this as “loosening” and
“tightening”).

Leaders enable conflicting by creating adaptive space—e.g., ways
for heterogeneous (i.e., diverse) agents to come together, engage in
tension, and link up around an adaptive solution. These spaces can be
physical (e.g., work space, adaptive architectural designs), virtual (e.g.,
social networks, online communities), meetings (e.g., hackathons, de-
sign thinking sessions), or head space (e.g., dedicated free time for in-
novation). They are temporary and fluid, opening up under conditions
of adaptive pressure to meet the needs of the situation and then dis-
sipating as pressures reduce (cf. Lichtenstein, 2014).

Because ideas trigger at the intersection of networks (Burt, 2005),
enabling leaders can open up adaptive space by brokering—bringing
agents together in a group setting (e.g., a “colab,” Arena and Uhl-Bien,
2016), or linking up “poised” agents (i.e., agents with innovative ap-
proaches or seeking change) around an adaptive challenge. They can
also open adaptive space by injecting tension into the system (e.g.,
Steve Jobs' pressures around beautiful and simple design) or using
transparency to pressure a system to change (e.g., John Chambers'
“You've got to disrupt or be disrupted”).

Enabling conflicting effectively requires that leaders “play in the
pressures” (e.g., “cook the conflict,” Heifetz and Laurie, 2001; “hot
stove effect,” Denrell and March, 2001) to make sure the tension is
adaptive rather than disengaging. This is a delicate balance. Tension
that gets too heated can overwhelm a system and create divides that
work against amplification (i.e., linking up around an adaptive solu-
tion); tension that is too low does not motivate sufficient energy to be
truly adaptive (i.e., response is status quo, and system stays in equili-
brium).

For it to work, there must be climates of trust and support
(Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004). Agents need to feel safe engaging the
conflicting process (e.g., psychological safety, Edmondson, 1999) and
leaders need to feel comfortable in taking risks. Leaders also need to
make sure that agents keep going under conflicting. Many times con-
flicting occurs naturally when individuals take ideas from one local
system into another (e.g., cross departmental or functional lines), but

Fig. 5. The complexity leadership framework of leadership for organizational adaptability.
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can easily get stifled when they run into what they perceive as a “brick
wall.” Therefore, enabling leaders help sustain and protect adaptive
space that keeps linkages open and agents energized and motivated
(Arena et al., 2017).

Connecting
Connecting involves linking up agents (i.e., ideas, information,

people, resources, technology) in ways that scale novelty and innova-
tion into beneficial new order in the operational system. In many or-
ganizations, structural, behavioral, cognitive and political barriers work
against amplification and emergence of novelty by stifling information
flows and interconnectivity (Zahra and George, 2002). Connecting
overcomes this problem by using networks to enable the rich inter-
connectivity (i.e., complexity) needed for a system to be adaptive (Uhl-
Bien and Arena, 2017; Zahra and George, 2002).

Leaders enable connecting by creating adaptive space that uses
network structures to energize and amplify the emergence of novelty
and innovation (Arena et al., 2017). Networks help in this process.
Brokering helps create linkages that trigger novelty; cohesion helps
create strong relational ties that allow people to process and refine
ideas in safe environments; bridging aggregates agents across disperse
groups to energize a movement and build momentum for change; net-
work closure around a sponsor helps ideas scale into the operational
system; brokering at the “edge” (e.g., boundaries of networks) can be
used to enhance knowledge transfer and knowledge spillovers (Burt,
1992, 2004, 2005; Perry-Smith and Mannucci, 2017).

Connecting is also essential relative to the conflicting process:
Conflicting without connecting is not productive and can be destruc-
tive. Enabling leaders help agents (i.e., ideas, people, information,
technology, resources) connect across differences and link up around
adaptive responses (Arena et al., 2017). They work to bridge differences
and broker connections that bring people together. This is important
throughout the adaptive process, but becomes particularly relevant in
tipping new ideas into the operational system (Uhl-Bien and Arena,
2017). Enabling leaders allow adaptive ideas to find and link up with
sponsors who align the operational system to accommodate the new
approach (Arena et al., 2017).

Research implications

The leadership for organizational adaptability framework is a “meta
theory” for concepts being addressed across a variety of literatures and
disciplines. It brings together perspectives from strategy, OT, en-
trepreneurship, innovation, networks and complexity, and integrates
them into a process (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, and Van De Ven,
2013) model that shows how leaders enable the adaptive process to
position organizations for adaptability. This adaptive process is meso
(House, Rousseau, and Thomas-Hunt, 1995), meaning that it crosses
multiple organizational and individual levels, which is different from
multi-level approaches that are often operationalized using a one-level
difference (e.g., individual to group, Bliese, Halverson, and
Schriesheim, 2002). Following the lead of strategy and OT researchers,
studying it requires a broad range of methods (e.g., quantitative, qua-
litative, social network analysis, process approaches, inductive, de-
ductive). For example, the now mainstream OT and strategy literatures
on ambidexterity and dynamic capabilities have been built largely
based on rich, in-depth qualitative case studies. These rigorous case
studies (Eisenhardt, 1991; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) were then
later combined with quantitative (e.g., statistical analyses, social net-
work analysis) studies, in an iterative approach that uses deductive
studies to investigate propositions generated from inductive (i.e., case)
studies.

Recognizing that organizational dynamics are better captured
through processes than variables, process research has advanced sig-
nificantly in recent years (Langley et al., 2013). Scholars in other fields
are now regularly using qualitative and process approaches and are

offering findings that, because they are based on in-depth studies of
practice, have strong rigor and relevance (Gulati, 2007). Leadership
research is particularly poised for this kind of undertaking. Like struc-
tural contingency models of OT (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), we have
long known that leadership requires contingency theorizing (Fiedler,
1971). Contingency approaches recognize that we cannot describe ex-
actly what leaders do because it will always vary depending on the
situation. This led to a vast body of work investigating leader (i.e.,
manager) characteristics and behaviors (Yukl, 2012). These models
explain only the interpersonal aspects of leadership, however. Issues of
structure, process and organizational dynamics have traditionally been
the domain OT and strategy researchers. The problem is that these re-
searchers are not geared to focus on leadership, so the crucial role that
leadership plays in these processes get lost, or worse, denigrated
(Pfeffer, 2015). Leadership research is desperately needed that can in-
form leadership education and development programs regarding how to
train people in the skills, abilities and knowledge they need to lead in
adaptive organizations.

Adopting process approaches requires us to think differently about
issues of measurement and generalizability in leadership research. It
can feel overwhelming to leadership researchers who are trained in
precision of measurement and hypothesis testing through variables.
While some aspects of leadership for organizational adaptability will
certainly lend themselves to measurement, not all aspects of organiza-
tional adaptability research are amenable to operationalization through
variables. Instead they will require a focus on process. What we need to
remember as we consider process is that, in true contingency fashion,
the ways in which leaders engage with and enable the adaptive process
will always vary, but the overarching process will remain the same
(Fig. 5). Therefore we need to study the many and varied ways leaders
enable (or stifle) the adaptive process in organizations.

The study of leadership for organizational adaptability can thus be
represented by a process framework describing the function and role of
entrepreneurial, enabling, and operational leadership. It is, quite
simply, the study of how leaders enable the adaptive process in orga-
nizations. Future research can investigate these forms of leadership and
their roles in enabling (or stifling) the adaptive process. Leadership
research also needs to consider outcomes (e.g., dependent variables)
associated with organizational adaptability, and not just productivity or
performance.

On that note, one of the biggest implications of the findings from
our review is a critical need for leadership researchers to add a focus on
organizational adaptability as a dependent variable. Now that we see the
adaptive process and how it works, we are struck with the realization
that leadership research has been heavily biased toward performan-
ce—which may actually be harming adaptability. Clearly the two are
related: Performance is needed for adaptability, and adaptability can
lead to performance. But we cannot assume that one gets us the other.
Therefore, we need to broaden our focus in leadership to include out-
comes and dependent variables that recognize the need for, and im-
portance of, organizational adaptability.

Practice implications

Our review identifies important implications for practice. First,
leadership for organizational adaptability looks different from what we
typically associate with strong leadership. Leaders who engage in it use
behaviors such as brokering, connecting, facilitating, and energizing to
trigger and amplify emergence of creativity, innovation, learning and
growth. It is often much less hands-on and much more behind the
scenes than traditional leadership. It also more distributed, involving
sharing credit and working collaboratively, rather than hierarchically.
Therefore, it can, and often does, go unrecognized in organizational
systems that focus on strong, hierarchical forms of leadership.
Organizations that are pursuing adaptability (and most organization
today need to be) must thus take a careful look at their compensation
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and reward systems to see what kinds of leadership behaviors they are
rewarding, and whether these behaviors and incentives will get the
organization the adaptability it needs.

Second, as in leadership research, many organizations are focused
primarily on performance outcomes. While these outcomes are ob-
viously important and cannot be overlooked, they are only one aspect
of the adaptability equation. Moreover, research findings show that
sometimes adaptability requires taking a hit on the numbers in the short
term to enable sustainability in the long term. Therefore, adaptability as
well as performance should be considered as an important component
of leadership success.

Third, leadership development and education needs to identify and
train leaders in skills that are needed to operate in our new organiza-
tional world. The 2015 World Economic Forum Future of Jobs Report
identified the top skills needed in today's workplace as complex pro-
blem solving, critical thinking, creativity, people management and co-
ordinating with others—all behaviors identified in our review as being
associated with leadership for organizational adaptability. Yet these
skills are not often the ones we typically focus on in leadership training.
Leaders need help in getting skills and toolkits, and the earlier they can
start this training (e.g., high school) the better. For young leaders, they
need to know not only how to enact these skills, but how to do so in
systems that will likely not be structured for adaptability. For more
senior leaders, they need to know that times are changing, and that
what got them and their organization to success is likely not what will
keep them there. Senior leaders play a crucial part in determining
whether and how leaders will be able to engage the adaptive process
through their role in enabling or stifling the conditions needed for
adaptive space.

Finally, leadership for organizational adaptability is not a “feel
good” model of leadership. It involves tension, conflicting, creativity,
uncertainty and, for many, stress. For those who like order it takes them
out of their comfort zone—leadership for adaptability requires high
tolerance for ambiguity. For those who like creativity, innovation and
emergence (i.e., complexity) it requires stamina, as engaging in en-
trepreneurial and enabling leadership takes energy and tenacity.
Therefore, organizations need to develop HR, coaching and talent
management systems that can help people find their way through these
processes to survive, and even thrive, in organizations focused on
performance and adaptability.

Conclusion

The issue of enabling organizations for adaptability is arguably one
of the greatest challenges facing leaders today, and many leaders are at
a loss for how to do it. Those who are doing it do not have the language
and frameworks to explain what they are doing, and because they are
leading differently, they often are not fully understood or recognized by
performance management systems that privilege productivity over
adaptability. In the last two decades research in strategy and OT has
rapidly advanced new understanding of organizational adaptability
relative to structure, capabilities, networks, innovation and complexity.
Because leadership researchers are not involved in this work, however,
implications for leadership are not well understood. Leadership scholars
are uniquely positioned to have a voice in this conversation. We know a
lot about how to enable and empower people for productivity and
performance. We need to now extend our understanding to enabling
people, systems and structures for organizational adaptability. The
complexity leadership model of leadership for organizational adapt-
ability presented in Fig. 5 offers a way to do this. It provides a meta-
framework for synthesizing across a wide range of literatures and per-
spectives to make sense of the disparate findings and provide a clearer
picture of the role of leaders and leadership in enabling adaptability in
organizations.
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